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ABSTRACT

The ability to stabilize the sensitivity of a magnetoresistance sensor in unstable thermal environments is a key parameter in many high
precision measurements. Here, we propose a method to stabilize the sensitivity of a highly sensitive and low noise magnetic sensor based on
a planar Hall Effect crossed junction. The stability is achieved by controlling the interplay between Zeeman energy, exchange bias energy,
and anisotropy energy as a function of the temperature of the sensor stack comprising a trilayer structure NiFe/Cu/IrMn (10/0.12/10 nm).
The high thermal stability of the sensor sensitivity of 4.56 0.15� 10�3 V/A/T/K is achieved when the external magnetic field is set around
626 0.04mT and the applied current is fixed at 20mA in the temperature range of 110K–360K. This method improves the magnetic
sensor detection by about an order of magnitude, enabling its deployment in various research fields, particularly to study magnetic properties
of small quantities of magnetic materials toward the detection of single magnetic objects, which was impossible before.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5110671

The thermal drift of the magnetoresistive sensor sensitivity
strongly affects the accuracy of magnetic measurements. However,
many emerging applications require the use of a sensor in a wide range
of temperature environments from extremely cold to furnace tempera-
tures, such as aerospace,1 automotive,2 and biochips,3,4 and especially,
in our recent patented ultrasensitive subfemto Am2 micromagnetome-
ter.5,6 The micromagnetometer is based on the Planar Hall Effect
(PHE). Under an external magnetic field, the magnetization of the sen-
sor stack is oriented toward the field direction, inducing the change in
the longitudinal and the transversal resistivities (qxx and qxy). The

variation of the transversal resistivity (qxy) is called the PHE, whereas
the variation of the longitudinal resistivity (qxx) is called the aniso-
tropic magnetoresistive (AMR) effect.7

The magnetometer operating in a temperature range of 200K to
400K was employed for characterizing the spin-switching from
the low spin state (diamagnetic) to the high spin state (paramagnetic)
of the spin-crossover materials with a small magnetic moment of
10�17 Am2. The related results were highlighted recently in Angew.
Chem. Int. Ed.8 and Adv. Mater.9 However, the sensitivity variation
with the temperature of this sensor defined as dS/dT (with S being the
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sensitivity and T the temperature) is about 0.05V/A/T/K when the
applied current was fixed at 20mA. Reduction of this high tempera-
ture dependence will result in a more accurate detection, enabling the
sensor to measure physical properties of magnetic materials at the
nanoscale.

In this letter, we report a method to stabilize the sensitivity of a
PHE sensor in an unstable thermal environment. The ultrahigh sensi-
tivity of this sensor is optimized by controlling the exchange bias cou-
pling via an atomic Cu sublayer in a tailored exchange bias structure
NiFe/Cu/IrMn.10 A low white noise of 1 nT/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

could be reached for
this sensor. We demonstrate that by adjusting the temperature
dependences of the exchange bias and anisotropy while considering
those of the magnetization and AMR amplitude, the sensitivity of a
PHE sensor can be made quite stable with a maximum variation of
4.56 0.15� 10�3 V/A/T/K within the studied temperatures. The tem-
perature coefficient of the sensitivity obtained in this work (0.02%/K)
is lower than that achieved in a reported PHE sensor (a deduced value
of 0.25%/K),11 a giant magnetoresistive (GMR) sensor (�0.13%/K),12
and an AMR sensor (0.1%/K)13 and comparable to the temperature
dependence of an optimized tunnel magnetoresistive (TMR) sensor
(0.01%/K).14 Note that in previous studies, the temperature range is
smaller than the temperature range in this study. In order to explain
the thermal stability of the sensitivity, we investigate the temperature
dependence of various parameters of the sensor stack such as the
exchange bias field (Hex), coercive field (Hc), anisotropic resistivity
(Dq), and easy axis angle. The achievement of this sensitive stability
enables us to use the sensor for many precise measurements in an
unstable thermal environment without the need of a correction tool.
Specifically, in our subfemto (10�17) Am2 micromagnetometer,5,9 it
could improve the detection limit by one order of magnitude, down to
atto (10�18) Am2.

Figure 1(a) shows a PHE sensor junction of 50lm � 50lm and
the trilayer stack NiFe (10 nm)/Cu (0.12 nm)/IrMn (10nm) with 5 nm
Ta capping and seed layers deposited on the Si/SiO2 (625/0.5lm) sub-
strate using a DC sputtering system [Daegu vacuum, South Korea]
[fabrication conditions are provided in S1]. Figure 1(b) shows the
room temperature M-H hysteresis loop of the stack. The loop shifted
along the field axis due to the exchange interaction between the NiFe
ferromagnetic (FM) and the IrMn antiferromagnetic (AFM) layers.
The thin film cross section was imaged using a high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy (HRTEM) system. In the HRTEM image
[Fig. 1(c)], both the Ta layers appear as amorphous, NiFe, and IrMn
layers have a polycrystalline structure denoted by lattice fringes.
Lattice fringes characteristic of IrMn (e.g., (101)–0.22 nm) and NiFe
(e.g., (111)–0.19 nm) can be clearly seen from the HRTEM image [the
details are described in the Fig. 1(c), (1) and (2) insets]. In addition,
the thicknesses of NiFe, IrMn, and Ta are determined by averaging 10
measurements at different areas along the cross-sectional view. Their
respective values are 10.06 0.5 nm, 10.66 0.6 nm, and 56 0.25 nm.
Despite these precise quantifications, the nominal Cu atomic layer of
0.12 nm sandwiched between NiFe and IrMn layers could not be visi-
ble due to the resolution limit of HRTEM imaging and the close simi-
larity between the atomic weight of Cu and NiFe and lattice
parameters.

To determine the temperature dependence of the sensitivity, the
sensor was placed in a temperature controller (Linkam LTS 420, UK)
to isolate it from external factors. To investigate the electrical

responses of the sensor, a current of 20mA was applied in the direc-
tion of the sensor’s easy axis. An AC external magnetic field was
applied in two directions, perpendicular and parallel to the easy axis.
The voltage profiles for these two cases were measured by using a
lock-in amplifier [SR830, Stanford Research Systems, US] at a fre-
quency of 113.7Hz.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the measured and calculated PHE
voltage profiles when the external magnetic field was applied perpen-
dicular and parallel to the sensor’s easy axis, respectively, at T¼ 270K.

Under an external magnetic field, the electrical response of the
sensor stack is given by the following equation:10

VPHE ¼
I q== � q?ð Þ

t
cos hð Þsin hð Þ; (1)

where I is the current applied to the sensor junction, t is the thickness
of the ferromagnetic layer, q// and q? are the longitudinal and trans-
verse components of the resistivity, and h is the angle between the
magnetization and the current direction applied parallel to the easy
axis of the sensor stack.

Angle h is calculated by the energy minimum condition of the
stack that involves three terms: Anisotropy energy, Zeeman energy,
and exchange bias energy between the FM and AFM layers,10

E ¼ Ku t sin
2 hð Þ �Mst Hcos a� hð Þ �Mst Hexcos hð Þ; (2)

FIG. 1. (a) A top view SEM image of a crossed junction of the sensor (the bar width
is 50 lm; easy axis, electrodes for applied current and measured voltage of the
junction are indicated). (b) Room temperature M-H hysteresis loop of the thin film;
the saturation magnetization Ms ¼ 0.4 MA/m. (c) Cross-sectional HRTEM image of
the thin film stack Ta(5 nm)/NiFe(10 nm)/Cu(0.12 nm)/IrMn(10 nm)/Ta(5 nm). The
TEM specimen was fabricated using a focused ion beam (FIB, Hitachi NB 5000).
The insets (1) and (2) show zoomed areas from NiFe and IrMn layers where the
electron beam went through h101i and h111i zone axes of IrMn and NiFe nano-
crystals, respectively.
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where Ku is the effective anisotropy constant, t is the thickness of the
FM layer, Ms is the saturation magnetization of the FM layer, H is the
external magnetic field, a is the angle between the easy axis of the sen-
sor and the external magnetic field axis, and Hex is induced by the
interfacial interaction between the FM and AFM layers.

The energy minimization is performed using the Newton-
Raphson numerical method based on an iterative process.15 To obtain
parameters of the sensor such as Hex, Hc, Dq, and the easy magnetiza-
tion angle, the experimental VPHE(H) profiles were fitted by Eq. (1)
using the nonlinear least squares method.15

When the applied magnetic field is perpendicular to the easy
magnetization axis, the PHE voltage increases monotonically with the
magnetic field until the field reaches its extremum value for h ¼ p/4.
A further increase in the field beyond the extremum value induces
a decrease in the PHE voltage since the PHE voltage varies as sin2h
[Fig. 2(a)].

When the applied magnetic field is parallel to the easy magnetiza-
tion axis, the exchange interaction between the FM and AFM layers
pins the magnetic moments of the FM layer in its direction. VPHE

exhibits two through peaks, one along the ascending branch of the
hysteresis loop and another one along the descending branch of the
loop. These peaks are centered at Hc since they occur during the mag-
netization reversal. The loop is shifted along the field axis, which is the
characteristic of the exchange bias phenomenon. At an external field
value around Hex, the magnetization of the NiFe layer is broken into a
set of small irregular domains, which expand quickly to complete the
magnetization reversal when the field further increases.16 As a result,
the VPHE signal returns to its low value when the magnetization rever-
sal is completed [see Fig. 2(b)].

The fitted sensitivity profiles S(H) were obtained by fitting the
experimental S(H) at various temperatures using Eq. (3) [See supple-
mentary material S2 for details]. Here, for all temperatures, the field
sensitivity S(H) profiles have a maximum value at zero field (H1),
decrease down to zero when the magnetic fields satisfied h ¼ p/4, and
become negative for h> p/4.

The field sensitivity varies differently as a function of temperature
in three ranges of magnetic fields. (1) In the field range of �2mT to
þ2mT, the field sensitivity increases with temperature.(2) Outside of
this field interval (i.e., H in the ranges of �20mT to �2mT and
þ2mT to þ20mT), the field sensitivity decreases with temperature.
(3) At H ¼ 62mT, the field sensitivity is almost independent of tem-
perature over the investigated temperature range.

To clearly understand these three different behaviors of the field
sensitivity vs temperature in correlation with physical parameters of
the sensor, we rewrite the field sensitivity term dVPHE/dH as shown in
the following equation:

S Hð Þ ¼
I q== � q?ð Þ

t
cos 2hð Þ dh

dH
: (3)

In Eq. (3), S(H) can be written as the product of I/t � Dq (Dq ¼ q//
� q?) and f(h) ¼ cos(2h)dh/dH functions. Thus, we analyze these
two functions vs temperature to understand the three different
behaviors of the field sensitivity mentioned above. This analysis is
performed at three different fields H¼ 0 mT, 2 mT, and
6mT representing for the three regimes as discussed previously
[see supplementary material S3 for details]. Note that except the
role of the resistivity discussed separately, all other intrinsic and

FIG. 2. (a) and (b) Magnetotransport measurements via planar Hall voltage profiles for the magnetic field applied in plane of the sensor junction along the hard axis (y-axis)
and easy axis (x-axis), respectively at T¼ 270 K. (c) Variation of the field sensitivity as a function of the external magnetic field at various temperatures (from 110 K to 360 K)
with a ¼ 90�. (d) Anisotropic resistivity of the sensor as a function of temperature (from 110 K to 360 K) calculated from the fitting curves. (e) Calculated f(h) as a function of
temperature from 110 K to 360 K. (f) Variation of the field sensitivity deduced from the measured VPHE(H) and calculated ones from Eq. (3) as a function of temperature for
three different fields H¼ 0 mT, 2 mT, and 6 mT.
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extrinsic parameters that affected the sensitivity are included and
discussed in this f(h) function.

Figure 2(d) shows the anisotropic resistivity Dq as a function of
the temperature from 110K to 360K. In agreement with previous
results on NiFe anisotropic magnetic resistivity,17 we observed a
decrease in the amplitude of VPHE profiles vs temperature within the
investigated temperature range [See S4 for clarification].

Figure 2(e) represents the temperature dependence of the value
taken by the function f(h)¼ cos(2h)dh/dH for the three different exter-
nal magnetic fields H¼ 0 mT, 2 mT, and 6mT mentioned above. At
H¼ 0mT, the function f(h) rapidly increases from 76.3 rad/T to
171.7 rad/T within the temperature range of 110K–360K. At
H¼ 2mT, the increment of f(h) becomes slower than its value at
H¼ 0mT. In contrast, the function f(h) decreases with the temperature
when the external magnetic field H is at 6mT. These various behaviors
of f(h) at different fields result from the variations of the coercive field,
exchange bias field, and easy axis direction with temperature [see sup-
plementary material S5 for the full description of the f(h) function].

Figure 2(f) shows the variation of the sensitivity as a function of
temperature. Here, we again observe three different behaviors of the
field sensitivity for the three selected field values. These include a
monotonic increase with temperature at 0mT, a gradual decrease with
temperature at 6mT, and stable behavior within the studied tempera-
ture range at 2mT. These experimental variations deduced from the
measurement of VPHE(H) profiles are in good agreement with our
calculations using Eq. (3).

In this later case, the interplay between electric and magnetic
properties of the sensor represented by Dq and f(h) induces the
thermal stability of the sensor sensitivity, respectively. Such a stable
thermal behavior of the field sensitivity is crucial for both fundamental
and applied interest of a magnetic sensor operating in variable temper-
ature environments.

The thermal stability of the field sensitivity is governed by the
interplay between electrical and magnetic parameters of the thin film
as explained above. Concerning the magnetic one, they are the magne-
tization, the anisotropy field, and the exchange bias field. In the follow-
ing, we discuss the behavior of these parameters regarding the fields
Hc and Hex and the easy axis angle (a) in the investigated temperature
range. The dependence of these three variables on the temperature is
shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3(a) shows the variation of Hex, Hc, and their sum
extracted from the fitting of the measured VPHE(H) curves as a func-
tion of the temperature [See supplementary material S6 for VPHE(H)
curves and the method of deduction]. It is clear that both Hex and Hc

increase as the temperature decreases. The decrease in these two physi-
cal parameters is related to the interactions between the FM and AFM
layers, which pins the magnetic moments in the FM layer and also
affects the domain wall mobility in the FM layer.16 At low tempera-
tures, the spin lattice of the IrMn layer is more strongly frozen,18

which induces a stronger interaction between the moments in the
AFM layer and those in the FM layer than that at high temperature.
As a result, the exchange bias and the coercive field increase when
decreasing temperature.

Figure 3(b) shows the variation of the anisotropic energy density
as a function of the angle h at selected temperatures (T¼ 360K, 250K,
and 110K). Obviously, in all cases, the anisotropy energy shows two
energy minima corresponding to the two easy magnetization direc-
tions of the sensor. In fact, the anisotropy energy decreases with the
increase in the temperature due to the weak interaction between
the FM and the AFM layers. The switch of the magnetization between
the two energy minima is easier at high temperature than the switch at
low temperature.19

Intrinsic rotation of the easy axis from its referenced direction (a)
vs temperature is another factor contributing to the temperature varia-
tion of f(h) as discussed in Fig. 2(e). We note that a slight misalign-
ment between the easy axis direction and the external magnetic field
direction could affect the reversal mechanism of the FM layer magneti-
zation.16 Therefore, we study the effect of the temperature on the easy
axis direction as illustrated in Fig. 3(c). Two configuration conditions
are considered, the first one corresponds to the alignment of the exter-
nal field with the easy axis (a ¼ 0�) at low temperature (T¼ 110K),
while the second one corresponds to the alignment of the external
magnetic field with the easy axis at high temperature (T¼ 250K). The
values of angle a are extracted from the fitting of the measured
VPHE(H) curves at various temperatures by using Eq. (1). The fitting is
done using the nonlinear least squares method, and the angle h(H) is
obtained by the minimization of the energy described in Eq. (2).

In these two experimental conditions, the easy magnetization
direction aligned with the external magnetic field at T¼ 110K and
T¼ 250K, the deviation of the easy axis from its referenced direction

FIG. 3. (a) The calculated exchange bias, coercive fields, and their sum of the investigated magnetic stack as a function of temperature in the range of 110 K to 360 K. (b)
The variation of the anisotropy energy of the sensor stack as a function of the angle h at three temperatures of 110 K, 250 K, and 360 K (The anisotropy energy was calcu-
lated for the magnetic field applied in plane of the sensor junction along the hard magnetization axis). (c) The change in the easy axis angle with temperature in the range
of 110 K to 360 K for two measurement conditions corresponding to the external field aligned with the easy axis direction at 110 K and at 250 K.
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with temperature, a(T), has a similar nonlinear increasing trend.
Quantitatively, the angle a varies by about 1.7� as the temperature
increases within the temperature range of 110K–360K (from 0� to
1.78� in the first condition and from �0.51� to þ1.16� in the second
condition). These results indicate that the orientation of the easy axis
is slightly influenced by the temperature possibly due to the slight
magnetostrictive effect induced by the presence of the IrMn layer.

In summary, we have given a detailed description of a PHE sen-
sor’s behavior in the range of temperatures from 110K to 360K. The
physical properties of a PHE sensor such as the exchange bias, coercive
field, and the anisotropic resistivity decrease with increasing tempera-
ture. However, the study of the effect of the temperature on the easy
magnetization axis shows the existence of a small rotation (1.7�) from
its referenced axis, which can slightly influence the sensor’s behavior
regarding the reversal mechanism of magnetization. These investiga-
tions enable us to understand the mechanisms governing the high
thermal stability of the sensor’s sensitivity. By sweeping a wide range
of the applied magnetic field from �20mT to þ20mT, we found that
2mT corresponds to the optimal stability of the sensitivity with an
extremely low variation of 4.56 0.15� 10�3 V/A/T/K. This is the
lowest temperature drift amplitude of the sensitivity which has
never been achieved hitherto within a quite large temperature range
[110 K–360 K] compared to other thin film based magnetoresistive
sensors. Finally, the control of the temperature stability of the sen-
sitivity could be a key parameter in emerging applications such as
nanosatellite, next generation of biological chip, and automotive appli-
cations. Specifically, it is important in the development of our magne-
tometer with a detection resolution lower than 10�18 Am2. This
improvement will be beneficial for the characterization of low volume
and low dimension magnetic materials with small susceptibilities such
as bistable materials and single molecular magnets.

See the supplementary material for the information of the fab-
rication of a PHE sensor [S1], information about the variation of
S(H) at different temperatures [S2], the calculation of the thermal
stability of the sensor sensitivity [S3], VPHE(H) profiles when the
magnetic field is applied along the hard axis at different tempera-
tures to highlight the decrement of its amplitude with temperature
[S4], The expression of f(h) is clarified in [S5], and the deduced
exchange bias fields and coercive fields obtained from the VPHE(H)
profiles when the magnetic field is applied along the easy axis for
different temperatures [S6].
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